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Abstract

In this paper, I present a visual representation of the relationship between mean
hourly total compensation divided by per-capita GDP, hours worked per capita, and the
labor share, and show the represented labor equilibrium equation is the definition of the
labor share. I also present visual examination of the productivity horizon and wage
compression, and use these to show the relationship between productivity, available
employment per capita, and minimum wage. From this I argue that wages are measured
in relation to per-capita GDP, and that minimum wage controls income inequality and
productivity growth.

Literature and political dialogue on income inequality often focuses on real wages and in-
flation, with some recent shifting of focus from an inflation index to the Kaitz index for
analyzing minimum wage. Measures of income and earnings inequality include the Gini co-
efficient, labor share, and the 90/50 or 50/10 comparisons, all of which factor out the GDP
deflator. Little exploration has been done into wages as a nominal scalar with relationship
to the per-capita GDP (GDP/C).

In this paper, I present and visualize labor share in terms of mean hourly total compensa-
tion, GDP/C, and per-capita hours worked, and show that minimum wage policy indirectly and
strongly affects the mean hourly total compensation as a portion of GDP/C. I also present visu-
ally the conditions under which labor substitution gains positive utility by technical progress
and increases in total hourly compensation for low-productivity workers, which I term the
“productivity horizon”; and from this derive, in visual presentation, wage compression as
the same function.

I argue from this that in an economy of rational actors, wage compression implies the
mean wage is a function of the minimum wage; and that as total compensation is largely
wage and much of the non-wage component is either not legally mutable or politically difficult
to reduce, the minimum wage measured as a portion of GDP/C must control productivity. I
also argue that increases in minimum wage are technically indistinct from improvements
in labor-saving technology, implying minimum wage has no long-run impact on per-capita
labor hours and thus employment rates.

∗Moser: john.moser@ubalt.edu
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The first section presents the proposed labor equilibrium equation, equivalent to the
labor share definition, and diagrams showing the described labor share event horizon and
wage compression. The second discusses the literature and empirical evidence supporting
the implications for earnings inequality, employment, and productivity. The third discusses
the implications for public policy. The final section concludes.

1 Compensation as a Portion of Per-Capita GDP

Wages are often considered in the context of real wage or, more recently, the relationship to
median wage. The body of literature frequently analyzes wages in the context of real wage;
while this measures purchasing power, it doesn’t measure economic context. The visible
fixation on real wages as the primary indicator and on externalities affecting real wages is
characteristic of much economic research.

Nominal-to-nominal measures, such as nominal wage divided by per-capita GDP, are
equivalent to real-to-real measures: real wage divided by per-capita real GDP would divide
out the GDP deflator. Measurement of wage in relation to GDP/C changes the context from
wage as an absolute buying power to wage as a portion of per-person output, and analogously
changes the policy context of minimum wage from a ”living wage” to a per-person standard-
of-living.

1.1 A Labor Equilibrium Equation

Figure 1 on this page presents a form of the labor share definition as a labor equilibrium
equation. The term Tmean is the mean hourly total compensation divided by GDP/C. The
equation itself is a refined form of an attempt to support the hypothesis that the ratio of
minimum wage to GDP/C is the dominating factor in earnings inequality by its effect on the
mean wage, the mathematical restrictions implied by the nature of GDP, and the phenomena
of wage compression.

Capita

GDP

Labor Hour

Tmean ×Hours Worked

C
= Labor Share (1)

Figure 1: Labor equilibrium equation.

For the mean average total compensation for one labor-hour to remain a specific portion of
GDP/C, a constant number of labor-hours worked per-capita requires the labor share to remain
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constant. The diagram is merely a visualization of a division computation, particularly the
equation shown. This equation simplifies to the definition of labor share.

Labor Share =
Tmean ×Hours Worked

C

Labor Share =
Total Hourly Compensation

GDP/C
× Hours Worked

C

Labor Share =
Total Compensation× C

GDP ×Hours Worked
× Hours Worked

C

Labor Share =
Total Compensation

GDP

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics National Compensation Survey, wages and
salaries since 1986 make up 70 to 73 percent of private industry total compensation; health
insurance benefits—in many cases mandatory under the ACA—make up as low as 5.4 per-
cent, ranging 7.0 to 7.8 percent since 2006; and legally-required social insurance payments
make up 8 to 9 percent, totaling around 88 to 90 percent of total compensation. This limits
the amount of a wage increase employers can transfer to reduced benefits.

The bulk of what remains is paid leave, overtime and bonuses, and retirement benefits.
It seems unlikely employers will have the market power to significantly reduce paid leave
or retirement benefits. Further, low-wage workers are less-likely to receive defined benefits
pensions, defer money to matched contributory benefits pensions, receive bonuses, and in
some cases receive paid leave; even small minimum wage increases exceed what employers
can offset by reducing other compensation.

This makes the mean wage as a portion of GDP/C, Wmean = Mean Wage
GDP/C

, a viable proxy for
Tmean.

1.2 The Productivity Equilibrium Event Horizon

A firm as a rational economic actor will use whatever method of production carries the least
cost per good produced. From the perspective that employers purchase, transform, and then
sell inputs as goods, the two separate processes represent a “transform unit”—interchangeable
black boxes each accepting one unit of the exact same inputs and producing one unit of iden-
tical outputs—at different prices. The price of these transform units represents the total cost
of using high- versus low-productivity labor to produce a unit of output.

Figure 2 on the next page shows two representations of this situation, assuming wage
is the only difference in cost. In practice, the whole cost difference to an individual firm
includes rents and profits taken in the supply chain as well as wage—accounting for capital
as a product of labor, such that firms involved in producing, shipping, and maintaining
capital purchased and used by other firms are using labor to transform inputs to outputs,
taking profits, and paying any rents on land or otherwise.

Both transform units have the same utility. As long as the inequality remains the same,
demand for high-productivity labor remains the same due to the availability of a lower-
priced substitute. When the relationship changes, technical progress crosses the productivity
equilibrium horizon, on one side of which is the span of price relationships whereby it is more
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≥

GDP Labor Hour

Wage0 × Labor0 ≥ Wage1 × Labor1 (2)

Wage0
Wage1

≥ Labor1
Labor0

(3)

Figure 2: Labor substitution to reach productivity equilibrium. Each large block represents
the GDP of an identical output good; shaded areas represent two equivalent “transform
units” using different amounts of labor at different per-hour labor cost. Black area in right
diagram shows possible expansion of wages paid per labor-hour for high-productivity labor.

cost-effective to use low-productivity labor, and on the opposite more cost-effective to use
high-productivity labor.

Improvements in technology reduce the cost of the high-productivity transform unit by
reducing the labor-hours invested, which may reduce direct labor costs or increase the supply
of capital at a lower price. Increases in lower-productivity wages causes the same effect by
increasing the price of the low-productivity transform unit, increasing the pace at which
technical progress crosses the productivity equilibrium horizon and demand moves to high-
productivity labor.

1.3 Wage Compression

Figure 3 on the following page demonstrates increasing low-productivity wage and the corre-
sponding increase in the cost of producing a good using low-wage labor. This effect is called
wage compression; I term negative wage compression “sag” as a descriptive shorthand. The
relationship of low-productivity labor costs versus substitution with high-productivity labor
is unaffected by the method by which firms pay for labor costs. Firms may transfer the cost
of increased wages to consumers through price increases (a) or reallocate from profits to the
labor share (c).

We can measure the mean wage Wmean in the same way as Tmean, being the mean hourly
wage divided by the GDP/C. Wage compression suggests we can describe Wmean as a function
of Wmin, which I will call the “Demand Function” D. This suggest Wmin is a viable proxy
to control Tmean.

Wage compression is well-explored in the current body of literature regarding minimum
wage. Cunningham describes plainly, “The lowest-paid workers have the greatest increases
in wages when the minimum changes. Low-paid but above-the-minimum workers see their
wages increase by a lesser amount, and workers at the top of the distribution do not see any
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Wmean = D (Wmin) (4)

Figure 3: Wage compression illustrated. Minimum wage increases by 68.75 percent; the cost
of using low-productivity labor increases to 25 percent more than using high-productivity
labor. Wage increases absorbed by price increases (a), reduced profits (c), or a mix (b).

changes in their wages. This results in compression of the wage distribution” (Cunningham,
2007, pp. 41–42). Engborn and Moser find evidence of wage compression in Brazil (Engborn
& Moser, 2018). In Germany, introduction of a minimum wage significantly increased wages
of low-wage workers relative to those of high-wage workers (Dustmann et al., 2020). Dube
finds increases in family incomes caused by minimum wage increase diminish as income
increases (Dube, 2019).

2 Discussion

Unlike measurement by mean wage, measurement in terms of share of GDP/C accounts for
changes in the economic context. Literature has used analysis of wage bins to measure lost
and excess jobs after an increase in real minimum wage increase and determine the impact on
overall employment (Cengiz et al., 2019). Would that productivity increased more than real
minimum wage in the period analyzed, there would be a net reduction in wages as a portion
of GDP/C. Such a situation is unlikely, e.g. in Hungary the doubling of nominal minimum
wage between 2000 and 2002 raised the annual minimum wage for a 2,080-hour work year
from .406 to .606 times GDP/C concurrent with large increases in capital stock (Harasztosi &
Lindner, 2019).

The relationships suggested here lend support to the argument that minimum wage—specifically,
the relationship of minimum wage to per-capita GDP—is the dominating factor, and that
low Wmin leads to sag in the wage structure, causing lower labor share, reduced productivity
growth rates, and increased income inequality.

2.1 Evidence for Wage and Earnings Inequality

Figure 4 on page 9 provides an empirical view of the United States, computing Wmin and
Wmean as annual approximations by multiplying the hourly wage by 2,080 hours. Figure 5
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on page 10 further examines the relationship between Wmin and Wmean. Minimum wage only
fell below 45 percent after 1983, and afterwards values close to 31 percent repeatedly occur
as early as 1988 and as late as 2010, while the span from 1987 to 1997 repeatedly crosses
the range from 30 to 35 percent.

More directly, Figure 6 on page 11 shows the Gini coefficient rapidly rising as minimum
wage falls, and holding generally level as minimum wage remained level. Gini coefficient
data is not generally published annually, so is lower resolution.

While the relationship between minimum wage, mean wage, and GDP/C is clearly visible
in Figure 4, union participation rate continues to fall even after Wmin and Wmean change
to a more shallow trend. The minimum wage established in Germany, which at the time
had never had a minimum wage policy in its history, was €8.50 hourly, and higher than
many union-negotiated wages (Dustmann et al., 2020), suggesting union wage-setting power
is built on minimum wage. While unions have an effect on wage negotiations, their ability
to shift the demand curve is limited.

Although many employers indicate they would respond to minimum wage increases by
slowing pay increases for higher-skilled employees (Schmitt, 2013), the data show higher min-
imum wages lead to higher mean wages when measured in relation to GDP/C. Likewise, such
delays would accelerate movement across the productivity equilibrium horizon, increasing de-
mand for higher-wage workers; and wage compression would only be avoided by accelerating
pay increases for higher-skilled employees.

Wage compression is weaker when Wmin is higher: as wages compress, changes of the same
degree in Wmin represent larger portions of Wmean, increasing the degree to which Wmean can
increase without crossing back over the productivity equilibrium event horizon. Marginal
increases in Wmin generate higher marginal increases in Wmean and, we would expect, smaller
marginal increases in productivity as Wmin increases.

Price effects are also minimal, allowing minimum wage increases to effectively reduce
poverty for low-wage workers. In the case of Hungary, prices were 20 percent higher across
those two years; ultimately, the real minimum wage increased by 65 percent, the ratio to
median wage by 58 percent, and the ratio to GDP/C by 49 percent. Studies in the United
States find a 10 percent increase in minimum wage leads to roughly a half percent of increase
in overall prices (Schmitt, 2013). Gramlich observes the 25 percent increase in 1974 “raise
the wage bill directly by only 0.4 percent and indirectly by another 0.4 percent” (Gramlich,
1976, p. 430).

2.2 Evidence for Employment

Were firms to distribute exactly 100 percent of the increased wage costs to price, the ratio
of total compensation to GDP/C would increase: the proportional increase in wage would be
greater than the proportional increase in price. This increase in incomes increases aggregate
demand, which increases demand for labor. Harasztosi and Lindner find the majority of cost
increase from a near-doubling of minimum wage in Hungary shifted to prices, with only a
10.8 percent price increase in the long term despite only 25 percent of the wage costs shifting
from firms to the labor share (Harasztosi & Lindner, 2019).

The strong correlation between Wmin and Wmean, and thus Tmean, seen in Figure 5 on
page 10 also indicates increased labor demand: a higher labor share with the same hours
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worked per capita only occurs by an increased Tmean, and so more labor must enter the market
at wages below the expected Tmean to restore equilibrium. Although the demand function
D is presumed from an observation and not a mathematical relationship, the evidence does
suggest this equilibrium exists.

Sharpe, Arsenault, and Harrison construct a similar model showing the relationship be-
tween productivity, total compensation, and labor share. They relate GDP/C to labor pro-
ductivity as “the product of labour productivity [. . . ] average hours worked per employed
person, and the employment/population ratio” (Sharpe et al., 2008, p. 19), finding labor
productivity to account for over 75 percent of GDP/C growth in Canada between 1961 and
2007. Recent work also finds the amount of non-work done at work to be around 7 percent
or 34 minutes, roughly half of which is spent eating (Burda et al., 2019), suggesting labor
productivity is almost entirely a matter of technological development.

As both labor productivity and minimum wage cause convergence on the productivity
event horizon, we would expect a minimum wage to have long-term effects on productivity,
but no long-term effect on employment.

This is consistent with a wide body of literature. Cengiz, Dube, Lindner, and Zipper
find little to no negative effects particularly on employment, notably in non-tradable sectors
such as services, with the most notable impacts on tradable sectors (Cengiz et al., 2019;
Dube et al., 2016). Dustmann, Lindner, et al find no reduction in employment prospects
for low-wage workers nor increased likelihood of workers switching to new employers after
the establishment of a minimum wage in Germany (Dustmann et al., 2020). Evidence from
Hungary finds minimal disemployment effects despite the extreme rate of increase (Harasztosi
& Lindner, 2019). Engborn and Moser find only a modest affect on employment (Engborn
& Moser, 2018).

No reasonable purpose presents itself suggesting different market responses to crossing
the productivity event horizon by improvements in labor-saving technology or changes in
the relationship between wages. If minimum wage increases caused a reduction in labor
demand, it could only be explained by shifting the same GDP from low-productivity labor
to less high-productivity labor. This is exactly the situation in which technical progress
occurs without rising wages, and so the long-term employment impacts must be the same. As
employment demand is stimulated by consumer spending, any increases in unemployment by
such technical progress would appear to be a money shortage, and resolved by increasing the
money supply. Such measures are not generally concurrent policy when increasing minimum
wage, and yet unemployment rates do not appear to respond to minimum wage increases.

2.3 Evidence for Productivity

Much literature supports the expectation of productivity growth from the theoretical basis
given here. Evidence in Brazil from a 119 percent real minimum wage increase from 1996
to 2012 finds a relocation of workers to more-productive businesses (Engborn & Moser,
2018). Workers in Germany found higher-paying, more-productive employment after the
establishment of its first-ever minimum wage, and were unlikely to move from region to
region to find new jobs (Dustmann et al., 2020). Rather, regions in which a higher portion
of employment was in low-wage jobs experienced greater increases in productivity than those
where wages were already generally high: better-paying jobs came to the workers.
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It seems intuitive that an extreme wage increase would more likely cause adverse effects
than a slower increase. Factories and machines take time to build, and an increase in demand
for these leads to a shortage, forcing employers to shift the cost to increased prices. Despite
this, examination of a 57 percent minimum wage increase in Hungary from 2000 to 2001,
and by a total of 96 percent from 2000 to 2002 (Harasztosi & Lindner, 2019), finds large
increases in capital stock, indicating an increase in the use of labor-saving technology and
thus productivity. This increase amounts to a change across two years from .406 to .606 times
GDP/C for a full-time work year; like the US, Hungary has a 40 hour work week. Assuming
an extreme rate of increase does cause greater negative effects, what counts as “extreme” is
apparently quite higher than is intuitive, at least in Hungary at that time.

Dube suggests increased wages are borne by the middle and upper class through small
price increases (Dube, 2019). A minimum wage increase in relation to GDP/C implies, due to
the increase in higher wages in relation to GDP/C, that prices do not increase relative to wages
and that middle- and upper-income earners enjoy an increase in purchasing power. These
two views do not necessarily conflict, as any productivity gains imply that prices increase
more slowly than wages, which can ultimately result in adding more than is removed from
an individual’s purchasing power.

3 Policy Implications

The analysis here indicates minimum wage is a critical and foundational economic policy re-
quired for the health of an economy. without a minimum wage, wage compression operates
in reverse—sag. While aggregate supply and demand indicate a single price-quantity equilib-
rium, some suppliers are willing to supply below that equilibrium; this available lower-priced
labor prohibits markets from raising wages.

Some workers are willing to accept a lower wage—for example if they need income for
basic needs and have no other immediate options. Firms hiring these workers at lower
wages have lower, increasing supply. Specifically, these firms are willing to supply more of a
good than other firms at a lower price. Consumers will purchase a good at the lowest price
available to them, and the surplus reduces the equilibrium price.

This reduces demand for goods: consumers shift their purchasing to firms employing
lower-wage workers and supplying those goods at a lower price, and less quantity is purchased
at the previous, higher prices. Firms must charge prices sufficient to pay wages, so higher-
wage firms are limited in how far they can reduce price. The demand for labor falls, and a
labor surplus occurs: there are fewer job opportunities—less quantity of labor demanded—at
the original, higher wage.

This indicates markets cannot permanently lift wages because price discovery will always
find lower-wage labor so long as there are enough workers unable to find higher-paying jobs,
and employers can better price-compete by paying lower wages. The bottom wage must fall
ever further behind productivity. Minimum wage policy sets a price floor above the price
where more than zero labor is supplied, preventing labor demand from falling.

Up to now, minimum wage policy proposals have focused on indexing to inflation or the
Kaitz index (median wage). A 2016 report by the congressional Research Service examined
indexes to various consumer price indices, personal consumption expenditure, employment
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Figure 4: Minimum and mean wage as a percentage of per-capita GDP and each other.
Mean wage from the Social Security Administration (“Average Wages, Median Wages, and
Wage Dispersion”, 2020). U3 unemployment and union participation on the right axis, from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Congressional Research Service (Mayer, 2004). BLS
Occupational Employment Survey data retrieved from the Economic Policy Institute (“State
of Working America Data Library”, 2019). GDP data from the World Bank (“World Bank
Data”, 2020).
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cost index, average hourly earnings for manufacturing workers, and average hourly earnings
for production and nonsupervisory workers (Brummund & Strain, 2016). These reflect vari-
ous State policies or prior policy proposals. Other recent proposals have focused on median
wage or regional price parity (Dube, 2014; Raise the Wage Act, 2019).

Regarding inflation indexing, using 2,080 hours of minimum wage and adjusting to CPI-
U-RS, the real annual minimum wage in 1960 was $2,080; in 1985 was $2,090; in 2001
was $2,047; and in 2017 was $2,076. For the same years, the real mean wage was $3,842,
$4,838, $6,032, and $6,643; Figure 4 on page 9 shows the relationship between mean and
minimum wage over this whole span. The difference between minimum and mean average
wages increases in the long run for a level real minimum wage.

Pertaining to the Kaitz index, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics OES reports,
the ratio of minimum to median wage was 0.45 in 1985, 1992, 1999, 2011, and 2012. During
these years, the ratio of minimum to mean wage was 0.38, 0.37, 0.36, 0.35, and 0.34. For
1989, 2002, and 2017, when the ratio of minimum to median was 0.40, the ratio of minimum
to mean was 0.33, 0.31, and 0.30. Although the decline is slower than with real wage, for
the same range of minimum to median wage, the ratio of minimum to mean wage decreases
in later years.

Pertaining to the ratio of minimum wage to average nonsupervisory wage, as proposed
by the PHASE Act (PHASE Act, 2020), the ratio was within 1.2 percentage points of 40
percent in 1972, 1983, 1984, 1991, 1992, 1996, 1997, 1998, and 2009. Nonsupervisory wages
were generally above 40 percent prior to 1983 and below in later years; as with general trends
in other measures of wage, this is expected as an effect of wage compression.

The strong, direct, and reactive relationship between minimum wage and mean wage
when measured as a portion of GDP/C suggests the relationship between wages and GDP/C is
the measure of wage in its economic context. Real wages measure a wage in the context of
means and in comparison in that context to wages in other years, but not in the context of an
economy. Inflation is a valuable and important economic indicator; for example, real GDP is
a consistent year to year measure of the productive output of an economy. This consistency
and appropriateness does not translate to the measurement of wages if we are to assume
that a null change in minimum wage should result in no long-run wage compression, which
seems a reasonable assumption if the definition of wage compression is that an increase in
minimum wage causes wages to become closer together.

As such, if policy aims to control income inequality, and so must control earnings in-
equality, then it must index minimum wage to GDP/C. An index target of 2/3 reflects some
of the lower points between 1950 and 1970; the highest has been 109 percent of GDP/C in
1940. The optimal value is outside the scope of this paper, and besides is best found by
careful increases and monitoring of the economy; however, for consideration, per-capita mea-
sures use the whole population, which includes those not yet of age to join the workforce,
those retired, and general non-participants, making the possible—but not necessarily effi-
cient—targets quite high.

The evidence from Hungary provides interesting considerations as well. One possible
policy is to set the minimum wage to its current portion of GDP/C and increase that portion by
2.5 percent each year until reaching a target; yet Hungary achieved an increase of 20 percent
of GDP/C in two years, or a 50 percent increase of the measure. The evidence from Germany,
regarding growth in regional productivity, suggests States implementing such policy will
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improve regional productivity relative to their neighbors, although this is best examined in
research regarding GDP effects of minimum wage increases in U.S. States relative to states
which didn’t increase minimum wage in the same time frame.

Whether the United States would respond as Hungary to rapid increases in minimum
wage is a question best answered by flexible policy allowing a regulatory board to raise mini-
mum wage considerably rapidly, but also to quickly slow further increases if there are negative
economic consequences. The same is advisable for States regarding this and the observed
effects of regional productivity growth, which may prove interesting to State policymakers
seeking to increase their State’s GDP without waiting for Federal action.

Finally, the productivity horizon effect indicates the long-standing puzzle of decreasing
productivity growth rates is driven by a sagging wage structure due to a falling minimum
wage. The theory and evidence suggests indexing to GDP/C would stabilize this, while indexing
to other measures would ensure continuing decline.

4 Conclusion

One conceptual explanation of a fair minimum wage is that there’s a pie for each person,
and the pies get bigger. An inflation-indexed wage keeps the same size slice, but reduces
the portion as the pie grows; while a GDP/C index represents keeping the same portion so
the slice grows with the pie. This metaphor lead to my original hypothesis that an index
to GDP/C would control earnings inequality; and this paper carries that forward, notably in
that the theoretical explanation of the mechanism behind wage compression didn’t come
to mind until I’d illustrated the process of crossing the productivity equilibrium horizon.
This method of searching for insights is similar to economic thought experiments (Krugman,
1997) or mathematical visual proofs (Relaford-Doyle & Nunez, 2017).

Here I have presented reasonable theoretical mechanisms for several findings in recent
literature and long-term empirical observations. Much of this is known, although the debate
over whether minimum wage affects unemployment or productivity is largely answered at
current by empirical studies and complex statistical analysis, and I found little explanation
of a mechanism behind wage compression. In providing a mechanism for minimum wages to
increase productivity, I’ve observed that immediate minimum wage increases are functionally
equivalent to advances in technology in terms of impacts on productivity and employment.

The implications are consistent with empirical literature demonstrating wage compres-
sion, productivity gains, and capital accumulation when minimum wages increase, as well
as the evidence and literature regarding the impacts of minimum wage on employment.
The empirical evidence in the United States also shows minimum wage, when measured as
a portion of per-capita GDP, has a dominating and consistent effect on the relationship of
minimum wage to mean wage, suggesting minimum wage has a dominating effect on earnings
inequality.

Finally, I have suggested policymakers seeking to prevent falling productivity gains and
rising income and earnings inequality should set index minimum wage to per-capita GDP
targets consistent with international and historic United States levels. No other index ap-
pears to have this solidifying effect, and for good reason: wages can’t sag or compress when
minimum wage is fixed to per-capita GDP, as that would require the per-capita GDP to
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become less or greater in relation to minimum wage, or for large parts of the wage bill to
move in polarizing directions in a manner inconsistent with wage compression.
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